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VBPS  FROM  TRAD IT IONAL  TO

D IG I TAL  CLASSROOMS

"Vikas Bhartians have vision and inspire others to help them

turn vision into reality" .

The institute has always emerged as a pioneer in every

situation by diving deeper in terms of training and learning .

It has served a significant role in preparing the next

generation of World leaders by offering academic assistance

through various methods which are student centric .

Education is a continuous process and educators have always

been creative ,resourceful in the process of facilitating

learning ,acquisition of knowledge ,skills ,  values ,  beliefs and

habits .  Though the educational platform has been

transformed from regular classroom to a virtual classroom

during the critical situation of pandemic across the country

which has significantly disrupted the education sector ,still

despite impediments VBPS has not left any stone unturned

fostering excellence with scholastic and co-scholastic

through digital campuses .  VBPS holds the responsibility of

imparting education to its pupils ,alongwith the preventive

and precautionary measures to safegaurd themselves and

however remain connected through e-learning .



ONLINE TEACHER TRAINING

It is said that real change takes place in a deep crisis. The world of
education updated itself again with the arrival of the coronavirus
pandemic. It has changed how millions around the globe are educated
and has re-shaped the idea of a school and how learning looks like in
the 21st century. Covid-19 has caused unprecedented disruption for
students. This shutdown was sudden and abrupt in several ways but
many academic institutions have risen to the challenge to fight against
all these disruptions to facilitate academic activities without
compromising the health and the safety of students. The academic
institutions came up with a ‘teach-from-home-study-at-home’ situation
which can also be termed as pandemic pedagogy. The schools have
shifted the classrooms on digital platforms so as to continue the
traditional education program during the lockdown period.During this
time the classrooms have shifted to digital platforms like Microsoft,
Zoom, Skype, etc. which has provided a virtual environment to the
students and the teachers. However, this shift has been really abrupt
and full of challenges for both the teachers and the students. Most of the
schools were still not well versed in the new technology. So, in order to
keep up with today's times our school’s Computer Science H.O.D, Ms.
Anni Kumar painstakingly took multiple sessions to make the shift from
physical classrooms to virtual ones a smooth one for our modern
educators. Her unwavering support and encouragement not only made
the staff of VBPS feel at ease with the new platform but also boosted
their confidence.
 



 

  YOGA  DUR ING  PANDEMIC

 

It is said that a healthy brain resides in a healthy

body .  But due to the current corona pandemic being

confined to our homes can be mentally

challenging .  Besides staying connected to family and

friends ,  and maintaining a healthy lifestyle ,  there is

also one other thing that can help keep anxiety and

mental health in check - yoga .  Yoga has known to be

beneficial since ages ,  and not just for weight loss ,  but

also to keep the mindcalm .  Ms .  Sangeeta (yoga

teacher) took the initiative to help reduce stress and

anxiety not only amongst the students but their

families as well by conducting daily online sessions of

yoga .  Students with their parents daily practice

various aasanas to achieve the mind-body balance .

This initiative has not only helped them de-stress but

also brought them closer as a family .

 

 

 



YOGA SESSION WITH
PARENTS

 
"Yoga is a mirror to

look at ourselves
from within".

 





 

 
"NEVER MISS A

CHANCE TO
DANCE".

 



QUARANTINE FUN

The entire nation has come to a sudden halt due to the
pandemic. With so many people in
quarantine right now, we’re facing daily
challenges. Children’s mental health can be affected by
quarantine and social distancing and can lead to certain
phobias. So, it becomes very important to keep life as
normal as possible and to make the most out of our time at
home. To fight the corona blues, our students indulged in
various activities at home like cooking, dancing, painting to
make the best out of being in quarantine. This not only
helped them in learning a new skill but also reminded them
to always maintain a positive outlook.







Gardening Activity

"The flowers of tomorrow are in
the seeds of today"



 

THE  EARTH  DOES  NOT  BELONG

TO  US .WE  BELONG  TO  THE

EARTH .

Earth has always been a generous mother .  She has

always provided us with food ,  shelter and happiness .

To celebrate and show our gratitude towards our

planet an ‘Earth Day ’  activity was conducted for

students of classes III-VIII on 22 April 2020 .  Students

showcased their talent by making beautiful posters

and portraying the current scenario of Earth and the

measures which are being taken up to make our

planet a better place to live in .  The activity helped

creating awareness amongst the students .

It not only inculcated creativity but also a sense of

responsibility in our ‘Earth warriors ’ .  Even though the

activity was conducted online ,  the response

and enthusiasm of our budding artists was

commendable .

 



 

  ART ISTS  GALORE

Art is as natural as sunshine and as vital as

nourishment .    The joy of expressing your thoughts by

drawing ,  painting ,  and creating art is unparalleled .  Our young

artists gave wings to their imagination by adding some colour

to their monotonous quarantined lives with beautiful paintings

and drawings .    It not only helped them in reducing stress and

anxiety but also provided them with a platform to self-express

freely .





Learning is a fun



AWARENESS  ON  CH I LD  ABUSE

The influence of teachers extend beyond the classroom ,  well into the future .  

A teacher ’s role isn ’t limited to imparting knowledge to her students within the four walls of

a classroom but goes beyond that .  She is also responsible for sensitizing and making her

students aware about their safety .  Keeping this in mind ,  a detailed discussion on ‘Child

Abuse ’  was held from classes VI-IX on 28th April 2020 .    Students were shown a PPT prepared

by Delhi State Legal Services Authority ,  Rohini .  It aimed at creating awareness amongst

students about various forms of abuses ,  traits of an abuser and ways of seeking help in case

of any such encounter .Thus ,  empowering them to protect themselves .   Students seemed to

understand the gravitas of the matter & appeared solemn throughout the discussion .  We

intend to continue similar efforts in future for the safety of our children .



E-debate

Debate and divergance of views
can only enrich our history and

culture




